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1.Which of the following are valid subdirectories of a server component directory?
A. model
B. codetable
C. database
D. EJBserver
E. message
Answer: A,B,E
2.If CLIENT_COMPONENT_ORDER= NYC, appeals, custom, service plans, which of the following
statements is true?
A. All code in the core folder is ignored, as it is not on the client_component_order path
B. If screen.UIM exists in appeals and service plans, the one from service plans will be generated
C. If screen.UIM exists in NYC and appeals, the one from NYC will be generated
D. This has no effect on generated screens
Answer: C
3.Which of the following statements about handcrafted service layer classes is true?
A. Google Guice dispatches events to listeners
B. The Persistence Infrastructure (PI) Adapter is used to translate high-level data requests to entity
operations
C. The Entity Interface provides search (read-multi) operations
D. Entity classes are not modeled, as they are provided by the Entity Interface
Answer: B
4.An application's Server Components folder contains the following components: Appeals, core, custom,
ISScreening, and ServicePlanning. The SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER variable is set as follows:
SERVER_COMPONENT_ORDER=custom, ServicePlanning.
Which of the following statements BEST reflects the order of priority (decreasing priority left to right) in
which the generators will process the components?
A. custom, ServicePlanning, core
B. custom, ServicePlanning
C. custom, ServicePlanning, Appeals, core, ISScreening
D. custom, ServicePlanning, Appeals, ISScreening, core
E. Appeals, custom, ISScreening, ServicePlanning, core
Answer: D
5.Which of the following are stored in the datamanager_config.xml file?
A. Database table names used by the application
B. Database type and port numbers
C. References to DMX files containing data to be inserted on a build
D. References to SQL scripts to be run on a build
E. References to CTX files containing code tables to be inserted on a build
Answer: C,D
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